
 

 
NCS is this Saturday in Newark with coaches meeting at 8AM. So that we don’t have to leave very 
early on Saturday, we will be leaving Friday afternoon and staying overnight.  
 
Megan and I and my wife Carolyn will be driving as well as chaperoning. We will be sharing 3 suites 
at the Homewood Suites, 39270 Cedar Blvd, Newark CA. These suites include a full breakfast. 
Friday evening we will get in some practice, go for some Pho,  then hang out in the hotel’s pool 
and/or at the nearby mall. The hotel is across the street from the gym so Saturday morning is easy. 
 
Saturday play starts at 9AM for singles ( Beverly, Angel ), then likely pushing 10AM for doubles ( 
Eva, Sally, Francisco, Kevin, Tony, Dylan ) and 11AM for mixed ( Salvador, Elecia )so players can 
sleep in and get a good breakfast. We’ll know better starting times when draws are posted Saturday 
morning. 
 
We’ll be coming home Saturday when everyone is done so expect to be home anywhere between 
early afternoon if everyone goes out quickly to as late as maybe 7PM if we have good success. 
 
Players: bring drinks and snacks as needed for Saturday. Bring dinner money for Friday and lunch 
money for Saturday. Of course bring whatever you need for an overnighter. Also make sure you have 
uniforms, change of clothes, dry socks, and whatever else you might want with you. 
 
FRIDAY: Beverly, Tony and Kevin are going on senior trip. Beverly will be contacting Carolyn 
when they get back and all will be heading down to Newark at that time. 
 
Everyone else: let’s meet at 2:30 in the parking lot. Megan and I will be driving and we will 
leave as soon as everyone is there. 
 
Stan 
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